Oxymoron

Introduction Urban Landscape

For someone unfamiliar with contemporary discourses within the
building sciences, the theme of this Atlantis issue would appear to be
something of an oxymoron. The term ‘urban’ surely infers the spatial,
organizational, political, social and cultural characteristics of city, a
very different notion than the rural or natural environments inferred
to by the term ‘landscape’. This paradox is not necessarily restricted
to outsiders: within the faculties of the building sciences ‘urban’ and
‘landscape’ are separate and distinct disciplinary traditions. Both fields
of enquiry arise from – and are connected to – independent arenas of
theory and praxis. The traditional pursuits of these two fields however
– the understanding, ordering and design of cities and landscapes are becoming more and more urgent as time goes on and as such, their
legitimacy as independent disciplines is unquestioned. The linguistic
union of the two terms therefore, has nothing to do with disciplinary
deterioration which commonly herald these kinds of mutations, and
everything to do with the pursuit of knowledge and tools to understand and act in the increasing elusive contemporary city – of which
more later. Firstly, a little etymology and history.

Figure 1. High-line Park, New York. Photo: James Corner Field Operations.
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The paradox in the term ‘urban landscape’ is linguistically speaking,
less strange than it at first seems. To begin with, there are important etymological links between landscape terms such as garden and
urban terms such as town. The words garden, yard, garten, jardin,
giardino, hortus, tun, tuin, and town, all pertain to spatial enclosure
of outdoor space. Landscape – a term related to garden and originating from the appreciation of created or cultivated land – also has
related connotations of inclusion and entity. More importantly, the
appreciation of landscape and its depiction as outdoor space is an
invention of the city; the perception and depiction of land as landscape first appeared in the artistic milieu of urban society during
the Renaissance [Lemaire, 1970]. It is no coincidence therefore, that
this very same urban society was responsible for the first landscape
architectural creations in the villas urbana around Rome and Florence in the same period [Reh, Steenbergen, 2003]. The term ‘urban’
and ‘landscape’ can thus be argued to be inter-dependent, or perhaps more extremely put: without the city there would be no landscape. In the same way one can claim that without landscape there

would be no city. The topographic and productive characteristics
of land(scapes) have historically determined where cities arise –
as well as having an effect on their form, size, shape and wealth.
They also determine for a large part the character of the city itself
through the configuration and character of its public open spaces,
the figure ground of the city and even the way the city develops
and changes. These modes of landscape within the urban realm
are another important reason behind the development of the term
urban landscape as an independent arena of praxis and enquiry.
They also happen to form a useful trinity of sub-themes within the
field, which roughly span the theoretical and practical breadth of
the theme: landscape within the city, landscape beneath the city, and
the city as landscape.
The sub-theme landscapes within the city focuses on urban public
space – exploring the spatial and social problematique of the physical
network of public (open) space in contemporary cities. The addition of
landscape (and landscape architecture) to the problematique reflects
the increasing complexity and crisis developing in public space and the
public domain. The ‘decline’ of urban space in general and its widely
accepted causal ‘isms’ - individualism, capitalism, neo-liberalism – are
demanding an increasingly sophisticated arsenal of tools to understand, order and operate with. In theoretical and philosophical discourse, the public domain – and its physical counterpoint public space
– has always been understood as an urban problem, but new insights
from the perspective of landscape have proven – at least from a theoretical point of view – extremely fertile [Corner, 1999]. Landscape
has a lot to offer public space and the public domain: a ‘grounding’
of urban communities in a physical and historical landscape context,
visual and spatial multiplicity within the architectonic confines of the
city, infrastructures for social and cultural interaction and the emotive and experiential qualities of nature within an urban environment.
The remarkable success of High-line Park in New York also demonstrates the value of ‘landscape’ to the public space discourse in praxis.
In this (and other) projects, landscape has also proven itself as a factor
in the successful regeneration of urban neighborhoods.
A second sub-theme – the urban landscape beneath the city – covers
a much broader field of exploration: that of the role of a previous or
underlying landscape in (re)defining the spatial fabric of cities. Growing criticism of the tabula rasa thinking of modernism in the second
half of the 20th century lead to the search for a new repertoire to
understand and give form to cities. Already in the 1960’s, Vittorio
Gregotti argued for an ‘anthropo-geographic approach’ to urbanism, a return to the topography and ecology of a region to inform the
urban fabric [Gregotti, 1981]. Studies in the Netherlands such as Frits
Palmboom’s analysis of Rotterdam as urbanized landscape prompted
a return to landscape context and underlying landscape characteristics such as topography, geomorphology, drainage patterns, vegetation
types and historical settlement forms in the layout of new urban areas
here. This was not necessarily new -there are important historical
precedents of this. The proposal to develop Boston around a necklace
of parks along the Charles River at the end of the 19th century is one
of the first - and most extensive - examples of an ‘urban landscape’
project. The exploration of the evolving relationship between city and
landscape and the role of the landscape beneath the city, is explored

Figure 2. Regional Development Model, Groningen Meerstad, Bureau Hosper.

in a new publication Metropolitan Landscape Architecture by Clemens Steenbergen en Wouter Reh (reviewed in this issue by Berrie van
Elderen). The rediscovery of the relationship between geomorphological and cultural landscape layers and ensuing urban patterns in premodern cities became the leitmotif for a discipline in search of a new
beginning. This approach was also posited on the notion of process
and continuity in city form - urbanization as a stage in the perennial
transformation of landscape.
The advantage of landscape beneath the city has also increased since
its introduction as framework for spatial planning on a regional scale.
Landscape in countries such as the Netherlands is increasingly identified as the primary ingredient of spatial planning ideologies such as
longue durée: the establishment of a permanent spatial framework for
all manner of dynamic processes, including urbanization. Schemes in
this genre have been pioneered by Bureau Hosper and include Meerstad in Groningen (2005) and the Wieringerrandmeer in North Holland (2005). Curbs in public spending and the decentralization of spatial policy poses a serious threat to strategies such as longue durée but
these - and the financial, climate, energy and food crisis - can also be
argued as reasons to step up the use of longue durée landscape; it may
be all we have left.
Undoubtedly though, the most pregnant – and contested – interpretation of the term ‘urban landscape’ is the notion of city as landscape.
At the start the 21st century, the legitimacy of the notion that city
and landscape have become one - at least in geographical terms – has
become indisputable. Since the middle of the last century an increasing number of researchers have been involved in charting and analyzing this transition; each research conference and publication seems to
come up with a new term to describe the phenomenon. While the idea
of the city may still conjure up images of a coherent ensemble of built
forms, spaces and programs, the city is clearly becoming progressively
less and less an architectonic artifact and more and more a patchwork
of urban fragments interwoven with - and infused by – landscape
[Colenbrander, 1999]. This process is not new. As early as the early
19th century, the compact and orderly urban tissue of the city fell prey
to forces of growth and change, which progressively eroded its architectonic cohesiveness and loosened up its characteristic homogeneity.
Landscape crept as it were, into the cracks in this ever-expanding organ.
Developments in the same period point to a parallel process of the
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Figure 3. Borneo Sporenburg development, Amsterdam. Photo: René de Wit.

dissolving of the ideals and values associated with the classical city
form. The former clarity and definition of the collective order of the
city has given way to a loose-knit aggregation of urban territories in
which the distinction– and relationship - between public and private
has become anything but clear. Responses to this condition took form
in the garden city movement and later schemes such as Corbusier’s
broad-acre city. Subsequent approaches to understanding and giving
form to the city as landscape appeared in theoretical and experimental
projects in the work of Archigram and Reyner Banham’s pioneering
study of Los Angeles, The Architecture of four Ecologies. Towards
the end of the last century these theoretical forays also took root in
‘real’ projects such as Chasse terrain by OMA, Borneo Sporenburg by
West 8 and Muller pier by KCAP. Pioneering (but as yet unverified)
‘taxonomies’ of the concepts used (grid, casco, clearing and montage)
position them squarely within the landscape idiom [Smets, 2002].
The rapidly changing position of landscape in the discourse on the contemporary city gained further academic (and international) momentum
with the introduction of the term Landscape Urbanism in 2006. In this
‘manifesto’, landscape supplants architecture as the essential organizing
element for the contemporary (horizontal) city. Landscape is also seen
as the tool to comprehend and order urban development because they
had come to resemble each other as system and process: the city now
changes, transforms and evolves as a landscape [Shannon, 2006]. As a
medium, landscape is purported to be capable of responding to transformation, adaptation and succession, making it more analogous to contemporary urbanization and better suited to the open-endedness, indeterminacy and change of future cities [Waldheim, 2006]. The modern
urban condition is defined by indeterminacy and change: the city is in
a state of flux, always on its way to becoming something else. The processes of urbanization can be seen as a kind of human ecology: a complex that includes language and technology, and that produced and continues to produce spatial organization as an emergent order [Sijmons,
2009]. Whether it be the growth and seasonal dynamics of living material or the more abstract processes of temporality, transformation, and
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adaptation, landscape - and landscape ecology - are championed as tools
to understand, order and act with. Instead of concentrating on formal
objects, dynamic relationships and agencies become the subject of study
and design [vd Velde, 2003].
The relationship between landscape and city, between landscape architecture and urbanism, and between landscape and urban ideologies is
undoubtedly deepening. Contemporary academic discourse is either
pushing for a merger of urban and landscape disciplines, or calling
for further disciplinary specialization. The re-emergence of landscape
comes because of its potential to embrace urbanism, infrastructure,
strategic planning and speculative ideas, a quality, however, that is by
definition rich and diverse, arising from a range of sometimes-conflicting perspectives. At the same time many new directions are simply
reformulations of perennial concerns of the both disciplines. The oxymoron created by the terms ‘urban’ and ‘landscape’ is justifiable and
irrevocable, but we should tread carefully before we go mixing the
symptoms with the cure.
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